
Job Opportunities for International 
Students living in Poland 
 

Poland’s strong fiscal position in the European Union (EU) because of its low costs of living and the 

number of careers. Recent economic studies show that the job market is growing. This is because of 

the ever-increasing demand for skilled professionals in various fields. 

Living in Poland 
 

Warsaw is the capital of Poland, Krakow and Wroclaw are two of its major cities.  

The currency is the Polish Zloty (zł) but accepts the Euro at shopping malls and supermarkets. 

Costs of living 
 

Living in Poland is cheaper to the rest of Europe. This change in cost ranges from everyday essentials 

to electronic goods and services. 

For Example: 
 

A litre of milk is 2.74 zł (€0.60) in Warsaw while it costs 5.56 zł (€1.22) in Paris. 

 

The rent of a 1 bedroom apartment in Warsaw is 2200 zł (€500) while it’s 5400 zł (€1200) in Paris. 

Places to visit 
 

Poland is a fascinating country with lush forests, lakes and mountains. A first-time visitor will fall in 

love with its iconic cities and its vast countryside. Places to see are the Crooked Forest, Bialowieza 

National Park and Morskie Oko Lake. 

The Polish language 
 

Polish is a Slavic Accent and uses the Cyrillic alphabet. Its grammar and syntax are difficult to learn 

for any native English speaker.  

Hire online tutors and tall to native Polish speakers to learn the unfamiliar language. 



Top jobs in Poland  
 

Banking and finance  
 

It involves investment and deployment of assets. It examines the performance and asset allocation 

when in risk and uncertainty. Students study financial theory, management, economics, accountancy 

and applied mathematics. These skills have a wide range of employment in Poland. 

Graduates in the field can find jobs in investment firms, banks, private equities and boutique 

fundraisers. These offers can be permanent, or temporary positions. These Companies strategise 

their hiring to get the best recruits from the crop. 

 

Prominent financial sectors: 
 

 Asset management 

 

 Corporate banking  

 

 Private banking and wealth management  

 

 Retail banking 

 

 Global transactional services  

 

 Invoice and Asset Finance  

 

 Specialist financing jobs  

 

 Corporate governance 

 

 Risk compliance 

 

 Front office  



 

 Product control  

 

 Financial Operations  

 

 Information Technology 

 

Jobs Offered: 
 

 Teller 

 

 Branch Relationship Banker I 

 

 Branch Sales and Service Representative (MLO) 

 

 Branch Banker Associate (Teller/Personal Banker) (MLO) 

 

 Customer Service Representative 

 

 Branch Manager 

Top Companies: 
 

 PKO 

 

 BPBank 

 

 PekaoBZ 

 

 WBK 

 

 M Bank 

 

 ING Bank 

 

 



Chemical engineering: 
 

Chemical engineering is a mix of chemistry, physics, mathematics and economics. A chemical 

engineer works on Nano-tech, Nano-materials and chemical production.  

 

They work in the plant design operations, hazard evaluations and analysis.  

 

Professionals have to be experts in modelling, control reactions and nuclear engineering.  

 

Jobs Offered  
 

 Linux Driver Development Engineer 

 

 Software Development Engineer in Test 

 

 Process Engineer 

 

 Chemical Analyst 

 

Top companies 
 

 Mobica 

 

 Akvelon 

 

 NES Global Talent 

 

 Air Products 

 

 Johnson Electric 

 



Accounting & Finance  
 

Studying accountancy and finance is lucrative in Poland because of its demand. Financial analysts 

and accountants need to have extensive knowledge of the Polish market.  

 

Students in the field study financial theory, investment strategies and stock trading. They further 

specialise in one or more skills. These skills are in outrageous demand among Polish recruiters. 

 

Polish recruiters have extensive experience in analysing a person’s qualifications. They only hire the 

best financial analysts from the job market. 

 

Jobs Offered  
 Accounting Manager 

 

 Accounting Financial Analyst 

 

 Accounting Team 

 

 Accounting Analyst 

 

 Accounting Analyst with Spanish and English 

 

Top Companies 
 Akamai 

 

 HP 

 

 UBS 

 

 Ecolab 

 

 Conduent 



 

Logistics 
 

Logistics deals with the organisation and implementation of complex operations. This involves the 

transport of goods between people and countries using trucks, trains and even shipping.  

 

Logistics is the most important sector in Poland because of its geographical position in Europe. It 

transports goods to Russia, the rest of the EU and the Schengen region. It also contributes to the 

development of the country and the government in return has constructed 3000 km of roads to 

support the industry. 

 

Jobs Offered  
 

 Logistics Operations Specialist 

 

 Logistics Purchases Manager 

 

 Logistics Specialist 

 

 Logistics Project Manager 

 

 Graduate Logistics Area Manager 

 

Top companies 
 Kuehne + Nagel 

 

 Procter & Gamble 

 

 Align Technology 

 

 Bridgestone Europe NV/SA 

 

 

 Amazon 



 

Part-time jobs for students in Poland 
 

The government allows students to take up part-time jobs for their financial needs. These part-time 

positions are few and in outrageous demand because of the large influx of international students in 

the country. So students have to take up low-paying jobs in restaurants and cafes to meet their 

monetary needs.  

 

Some part-time jobs include tech support, sales and marketing and English language training which 

pays about 3000-€4000 a month. 

 

Rules for part-time jobs 
 

1. No work permit necessary  

 

2. Can work throughout the year 

 

3. 20 - 40 hours a week 

 

4. Post-study stay permit is necessary. 

 

Poland is a beautiful country and a rising power in the EU with a need for skilled expatriates. 

Make it count, Study in Poland now! 

 


